
Who Are the SBS?
Like the SAS, this is a question that can’t be answered literally: your

only chance of identifying an SBS member is from a fuzzy photo with

black bars across the subject’s (usually bearded) face. Or, as featured

here, a photo rendered soulless by layer-upon-layer of hi-tech diving

equipment. For the SBS is the Royal Navy’s elite unit within ‘UK Special

Forces’ – an organisation that also boasts the SAS and the Special

Reconnaissance Unit. Previously known as the Special Boat Squadron,

drawing exclusively from the Royal Marines, the SBS is now open to

members of other regiments throughout the UK military. Based at

Hamworthy Barracks in Poole, the SBS specialises in special operations at

sea, along coastlines and on river networks. It also has a team on standby

for maritime counter-terrorism (MCT) operations, whose expertise in

storming hostile ships meant that the role of the SBS was recently

expanded to include anti-drug-smuggling operations. 

Whilst the unit specialises in water-borne activities, it is also skilled on dry

land. Recent operations have taken place in the mountains of land-locked

Afghanistan and deep in the deserts of Iraq. This extended role gives

many less-informed individuals cause to compare the SBS unfavourably

with the dry-land-specialist SAS. However, the SBS likes to point out that

working in the water demands a higher level of mental and physical

toughness, and that the lower public profile of the SBS allows for more

covert operations than that allowed by the SAS’s occasional ‘maverick’

elements. Such arguments are now becoming more academic however, as

the two units become less distinguishable. Often sent on joint missions

together, some speculate that an eventual merger is inevitable.

Further information: CS Bedford, Tel: 01895 632100, www.omega.ch, www.specialboatservice.co.uk
SBS frogmen photo by Stephen P Saywell; ©Crown Copyright/MOD, image from www.photos.mod.uk. 
Reproduced with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.

Technical Specs

Model: Omega Seamaster 300 M GMT

Reference: 2535.80.00

Movement: Omega calibre 2628; 
self-winding; Co-Axial escapement; 
rhodium-plated finish

Power reserve: 44 hrs

Case: Steel

Diameter: 41 mm

Crystal: Domed; anti-reflective; 
scratch-resistant 

Water resistance: 300 m (1,000 ft)

Price: £1,925
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BehindEnemy Lines
The real 007’s Seamaster

Following hot on the heels of Casino Royale’s cinema

debut and months after the official James Bond

Seamasters, Omega quietly released a special-edition

Seamaster GMT with an even stronger link to the world 

of covert operations, stealth craft and Q-esque gizmos.

The Special Boat Service (SBS) edition Seamaster was

launched just before Christmas, not in Hollywood, 

London or Cannes but at the SBS Association dinner 

and boxing match in Poole, Dorset. After all, association

with an organisation of the SBS’s repute hardly requires

the red carpet treatment – the name is more than enough. 

As the Navy’s special forces unit, the SBS enjoys a quieter

identity to that of Army sister unit, the Special Air Service

(SAS), but no less respect. Its amphibious operations

demanded a tough diver’s watch, and Omega’s Seamaster,

good for 300 metres and fitted as standard with a helium-

escape valve, was a no brainer. 

Distinguished only by the ‘By Strength or Guile’ badge 

on the caseback, the new edition has been allocated to

SBS members by ‘zap numbers’. According to the adjutant

of the SBS, this is a code sent back  to base announcing

and identifying the demise of an SBS soldier in the field.

However, the one exception was the watch numbered

007. Sold by auction at the dinner and with telephone

bids coming in from around the globe, the watch

eventually went for a staggering £19,000! 

Collectors looking for what must be the ultimate

Seamaster need either contacts in the SBS or to speak

with Rob Ungar of Ruislip jeweller CS Bedford, who

helped bring the project to fruition. �


